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This is a program that grew out of the Magic Parenting mentorship. It was while I was asking
questions to help adults prepare for parenting in new ways that I was told about the extensive
birth plans that "souls" make

At that time I have a client who was 92 years old. She was bright, intelligent, and very
clear that she did not want to 'linger into death'. No deteriorating disease for her! We
had worked together for over three years when the Magic Parenting came into being
One day I looked at my client through the eyes of her birth plan and her age. She go die
overnight. Was it possible that I could put together a protocol that, in her 11th hour of
life, would give her spiritual team permission to clear that 90% of negative karma at her
age? If so, that would be a massive amount of density that she would never have to deal
with. The answer was "Yes!
I asked and was told that the patterns to be easily transformed are 'marked',
distinguished from the rest

So, the 11th Hour Healing Protocol came into being. When asked for this work, the TAG
Healing Collective has permission to go into the birth plan, identify the marked
patterns, and transform the pattern with the storage from those patterns moved into the
EV organic composting system for appropriate restoration
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When I realized that the intention was to have 90% of the heavy, negative patterns
transformed by age one, I was shocked.

Reality Statements are always the beginning
Read them, imagine them completed and, use them within the Reality Shift Process**
• The 90% of Negative Karma intended for transformation in my life plan is freeze
framed until it is released as had been planned
• I call to my (or client's) causal team and decree that all patterns marked marked for
removal by age one, be appropriately removed
• Energize those patterns based on Home to allow experiences which re ect this
individual's greatest good to emerge in sovereignty
• I place all to whom I made Sacred Contracts into the hands of Divine Good that
they be moved to their next Highest and Best Place. Divine Good dissolves what
seems impossible and opens doors where there were non
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For the Process.

